
                                               BOD GM Report 09/26//21 

     I would like to thank all of you that came out to help at MACNA II  on Aug 20-22 at 

the Sheraton in Lisle, with a special thanks to Richard, who was there the entire time. 

The credit card swipes seemed to work pretty good for the most part. I need make sure 

that all of you have your information downloaded correctly onto your devices. The 

Joliet Convention is coming up as well, and we have been invited to attend as a Vendor, 

once again we will need as much help as possible. Please contact Allison for your 

availability. 

I received a letter of resignation from Dee effective immediately  

We need to continuously announce that there is a serious need for qualified Board 

members. Jarvis P for SCA is now a BOD Pool member, he will work with the Board to 

fulfill his requirement to become a BOD member. 

I am still in contact with the landlord about the intercom system. I was informed that they 

have a couple of companies coming out with the next couple of weeks for information 

findings, I haven’t talked them within the last week, I will make it a point to get in touch 

with them this week. They will be sending out maintenance crews to finish doing some of 

the work that has been on hold for a long time, the only thing in our office that needs 

attention to is the painting of a couple of overhead beams. The building it’s self   

There was a discussion about the vetting process and choosing the Taping vendor for 

CRCXXXIV. After an extensive question and answer period it was put to a vote by the 

BOD to accept the original Taper that submitted their Bid to the Programming Committee 

for CRC. The vote passed.  

There was a community recovery event yesterday that was attended by myself, Yulanda, 

Laura, and Regina, this was a outreach for the community that was very well attended with 

a host of different programs and facilities to spread the word of recovery. This event has 

been going on for at least 10 years, and It’s the 1
st
 time that NA has been present, however 

it will NOT BE THE LAST. 

 

 


